VISUAL ARTS CONTEST SEAP-ART 2018/19

The call for this second edition of visual arts contest intends to recognize the laudable efforts of
health professionals in the field of pathology.
Criteria:
- Any member of SEAP/SEC/SEPAF or any division of IAP may participate in this contest.
- Each participant may present a single work of art.
- The artist takes full responsibility for and certifies complete and sole ownership of the work
presented.
- Art Forms: painting, sculpture, engraving, photography and new technologies (e.g. video).
- Topics: General Medicine and particularly the areas of Cytology, Histology, Anatomic
Pathology, Molecular Biology.
- Technical Requirements: you must send a digital photograph of the artwork to the following
email: seap.iap.art@gmail.com. The format should be .jpg and minimum quality 200 ppp,
1680x2240 pixels*. The works of art should be accompanied by the following information:
Title/Author and/or penname, Technique, Dimensions, Date of production, membership number
(any IAP division).
- Judging: the judges will value the ideas expressed in the artwork as well as the quality and
artistic expression.
- Prizes: registration and accommodation for the winner to the forthcoming Spanish Congress of
Pathology in Granada in 2019 (May 22-24), #SEAP2019G.
- Property and Distribution rights: the participation in the contest implies the forfeiture of
exploitation rights of the image, but not of the original art work, for its publication or reproduction
on behalf of SEAP-IAP (website, Social Media Networks and others like charitable actions), with
requisite display of the authors name or pen-name, the Title of the work of art and its
participation in this edition of the contest (@SEAP_Art / #SEAPArt). In regards to the winner
artwork, the participant will transfer their exploitation rights of the original work of art to SEAP for
preferential charitable use. In the same regards, any participant who wishes can exhibit their
artwork at this conference (#SEAP2019G).
- Dates:
- Start date for sending artwork: June 30, 2018.
- Closing date for sending artwork: November 30, 2018.
- Announcement of Winners: February 2019.
- Exhibition of the artworks at #SEAP2019G: May 22-24, 2019.

